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CG LACQUERS
Formula A: Blue

Formula C: Yellow + Clear 1:1

Formula B: Light Pink

Formula D: Teal

SECTION
Use the client’s natural part as a guide. Create a diamond
section at the crown & isolate. Create 1/2 inch into 1 inch
parallel subsections under each side of the diamond & isolate.

M E LT
Apply the following formulas to each area from the regrowth
to the ends, alternating the formulas in each area. Use foils
to separate.
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D: Teal
C: Yellow + Clear 1:1
B: Light Pink
D: Teal

HAC K
USE A DRY COLOR BRUSH and a vertical feather motion,
to diffuse hard lines and melt the colors together.

PROCESS
PROCESS FOR UP TO 20 MINUTES
Rinse, Shampoo and Condition with Total Results
Color Obsessed.
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PERIMETER
To create the length line, start with the head tilted slightly
forward, and comb hair down to natural fall. At 0 degree
elevation, create the perimeter length line by point cutting
using horizontal partings.

SECTIONING
S E CTI O N 1
Create a profile parting from ear to ear, separating the front
from the back.

shape
S E CTI O N 1
In the back of the head create a narrow, horizontal subsection
at crown. Elevate to 90 degrees & cut to desired layer length.
Create a vertical 1 inch subsection extending from the crown
to the occipital. Elevate straight up from the head and match
to previously cut guide. Shallow point cut (long to short) using
a 45 degree angle. Continue subsections, over-directing to
guide and maintaining a 45 degree angle.

S E CTI O N 2
In the front area use pie-shaped subsection and a traveling
guideline to create layers. Create a vertical subsection,
approximately 1 inch in width, extending from the crown to
front hairline. Locate the original guide at the crown. At the
guide, elevate straight up from the head, and point cut from
long to short.
M ASTE RY P O I NT: The shortest point of the haircut will be
at the crown.

S E CTI O N 3
Take the fringe section and pinch it to the center of the nose.
Start with the tip of scissors and cut at center of section.
Release the over-direction—the edges will then be longer
toward the check bones.
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style
Spray Style Link Rough Me Up
salt spray on damp hair.
Blow dry fringe with a large
round brush until the roots are
dry then release from brush
and blow dry downward.

DRY
Dry the rest of the hair with
your hands. Finger dry the rest
of the hair, and twist around
fingers to create texture.

WRAP
Wrap sections of hair around a
curling iron, curling away from
the face to smooth.

a p p ly
Use Style Link Mineral Playback
Dry Shampoo from the roots to
the ends.
Use Style Link Shape Switcher on
the ends to create piecey-ness.

